The polygon covering problem is an important class of problems in the area of computational geometry. There are slightly different versions of this problem depending on the types of polygons to be addressed. In this paper, we focus on finding an answer to a question of whether an orthogonal rectangle, or spatial query window, is fully covered by a set of orthogonal rectangles which are in smaller sizes. This problem is encountered in many application domains including object recognition/extraction/trace, spatial analyses, topological analyses, and augmented reality applications. In many real-world applications, in the cases of using traditional central computation techniques, working with real world data results in a performance bottlenecks. The work presented in this paper proposes a high performance MapReduce-based big data framework to solve the polygon covering problem in the cases of using a spatial query window and data are represented as a set of orthogonal rectangles. Orthogonal rectangular polygons are represented in the form of minimum bounding boxes. The spatial query windows are also called as range queries. The proposed spatial big data framework is evaluated in terms of horizontal scalability. In addition, efficiency and speed-up performance metrics for the proposed two algorithms are measured.
INTRODUCTION
In the polygon covering problem, the answer to the question of whether a polygon (or spatial query window) is fully covered by given polygon set is searched. In recent years, polygon covering process has been used in different areas including information systems such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS), Remote Sensing (RS), high performance computing systems, network monitoring, computational geometry, and large data management systems [1] . It is faced mostly in applications such as military sensor coverage and targeting [2, 3] , spatial queries, telecommunications and wire and component layout in very-large-scale integration (VLSI), map overlay in GIS, motion planning, and collision detection. There are a number of polygon covering problems whose names change depending on the definition of polygon. In some cases, polygons become orthogonal polygons, also known as rectilinear. In some cases, polygons are covered with rectangles, polygons or even triangles. An orthogonal polygon is one whose edges are all aligned with a pair of orthogonal coordinates [4] . The work presented in this paper focuses on the coverage problems in orthogonal polygons.
There are two general types of data formats in GIS, these are raster and vector data types. While raster data (bitmap images) stores a grid of individual pixels in an image format, vectors utilize mathematical calculations between points and connection paths such as points, lines, and polygons [5] . In this paper, we firstly focus on orthogonal polygon covering problem and find a solution over vector based GIS data. Later on, we show how our solution to orthogonal polygon covering problem in vector domain can also be applied to satellite images in the raster format.
In many real-world applications, in the cases of using traditional central computation techniques, working with real world data results in a performance bottlenecks. When the data gets so large in volume it can be challenging to actually make use of the information. The orthogonal polygon covering analyses on large volumes of spatial data takes many hours by using standard centralized computing nodes. In this study, we propose Hadoop MapReduce based distributed polygon covering algorithms on a set of distributed heterogeneous computing nodes [6] . Hadoop framework and its MapReduce computation paradigm supports many key features such as processing data in scalable manner, fault-tolerance to crashes, omissions, and arbitrary failures. With the success of MapReduce, a number of spatial query systems [7] [8] [9] and frameworks [10, 11] have emerged to enable large scale spatial query processing on large datasets in the literature. The following section gives detailed explanations on the relevant works.
Not all the application utilizes Hadoop and MapReduce computation paradigm. Application developers need to remodel and redefine the data and the related computation processes according to the distributed computation and MapReduce paradigms. In this paper we propose a MapReduce-based big spatial data framework for solving the problem of covering an orthogonal polygon with the set of orthogonal rectangles. To do so, we remodel the data sets and redefine the related computation processes in accordance with the MapReduce paradigm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews research on using Hadoop to process big spatial data. Section 3 presents problem definition. Section 4 describes MapReduce based algorithms. Section 5 explains experimental setup, test scenarios, and performance results. Section 6 concludes the paper and describes the directions for future work.
RELATED WORKS
Hadoop, in its pure version, does not support features suited for spatial data and its analyses. Therefore, some researchers have focused on solving this issue by extending Hadoop API with the required functionalities for spatial data analysis. In addition, implementation of spatial queries using these extended distributed technologies is particularly a challenging task. In general, researchers have addressed different kinds of queries such as range queries [12] , kNN and reverse nearest neighbour (RNN) query [13] , different kinds of spatial join operations such as binary [14] and multi-way join [15] , skyline [16] , and convex hull [17] . According to the query types, query pipelines might be differentiated in MapReduce. Spatial queries can be realized with different Hadoop's MapReduce patterns depending on query complexity. A research group in University of Minnesota has developed SpatialHadoop [18] , which is an extension to the core Hadoop framework. Hadoop-GIS [19] , which is another big data framework, is a spatial query system over MapReduce. Hadoop-GIS has capability of processing spatial queries with spatial query engine. In addition, it enables data and space based partitioning and pipelined queries. Wang et al. [20] have proposed query engine called Resque to support high performance spatial queries and analytics for compute intensive spatial data on MapReduce and CPU-GPU based hybrid platforms. Migliorini et al. [21] have extended the GeoUML methodology to produce Pigeon, which is a data-flow language defined on top of Spatial Hadoop for validation procedures. So, validation of large datasets can be made in a feasible way. The works mentioned so far are all related to defining an overlay API on top of Hadoop framework for enabling spatial data analyses. There are some other researches on performance optimization of spatial data analyses.
There are also some other works specifically on orthogonal rectangles based problems such as polygon intersection/overlay. Eken and Sayar [22] have proposed two solutions to handle polygon intersection (mosaic selection problem). They have overcome mosaic selection problem by means of finding rectangular sub-regions intersecting with range query. Mosaic images are represented with MBRs. The former approach is based on hybrid of Apache Hadoop and HBase and the latter one is based on Apache Lucene. In both approaches, vertical scalability (different data sizes) is considered instead of horizontal scalability. In extended version of [22] , one MapReduce based algorithm is proposed for finding all objects that overlap a given range query [23] . They show that running times for orthogonal polygon overlay process reduce with increase of conventional machines. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no work on tackling scalability problem on polygon covering with orthogonal rectangles. The aim of this study is introducing a novel high performance MapReduce-based big data framework to solve the polygon covering problem in the cases of using a spatial query window and data are represented as a set of orthogonal rectangles. Feasibility and efficiency of the proposed framework are proven to be working first on synthetic data, and then, on real-world satellite mosaic image data. Proposed algorithms are promising on big spatial data; the latter one especially gives better results for millions of polygons.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
The aim is to determine if a given orthogonal rectangle, or a query window, is covered by a given set of orthogonal rectangles. The problem is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Throughout the paper, T represents a query window, p i , i > 0, represents individual orthogonal rectangles in the set (see Fig. 1 ).
Definition 3.1. (Minimum Bounding Rectangle -MBR) An expression of the maximum extents of a 2-dimensional object or set of objects within its (or their) 2D (x, y) coordinate system, in other words min x , max x , min y , max y . Definition 3.2. (Set operations between two rectangles) Let A and B be two rectangles in 2D space. Set operations on A and B can be defined as follows: {( , ) ( , ) or ( , ) } {( , ) ( , ) and ( Tab. 1 summarizes the notations used in this paper.
MAPREDUCE BASED POLYGON COVERING FRAMEWORK
Apache Hadoop which is a distributed open source project consists of two main parts: (i) Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) which stores input and output data files and (ii) Hadoop MapReduce parallel programming paradigm which is a promising solution to large-scale data applications. A Job in MapReduce is run in parallel and contains three phases: map, shuffle, and reduce. Data are represented as (key, value) pairs for MapReduce to process them. In map phase, map function produces intermediate key-value pairs. In reduce phase, the reduce function generates the final output pairs from intermediate keyvalue pairs produced by map phases [24] .
The general architecture for polygon covering is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The user can do polygon covering analysis on MBRs stored HDFS. Here, we implement Hadoop MapReduce-based two different covering algorithms. Their detailed explanations will be given in the following paragraphs. Fig. 3 shows the sub-steps (input, splitting, mapping, reducing, and output) of one of our proposed algorithm (here, Algorithm 1 is exemplified). ). This proves that Algorithm 2 is faster than Algorithm 1.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION 5.1 Experimental Setup
The research experiment is set up to evaluate the algorithms' efficiencies. The experiment is set up on a cluster of nine nodes i.e., one name node/Job tracker (master) and eight data nodes/task tracker (slaves). The framework developed for distributed polygon covering processing with Hadoop was tested by creating Hadoop clusters on the OpenStack [25] installed cloud system. The characteristics of the virtual computers created with the OpenStack system are given in Tab. 2. The master computer has 8 VCPU, 160 GB disk and 8 GB RAM. Each worker computer has 4 VCPUs with 80 GB disk space and 8 GB RAM resources. We control cluster with Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP) on OpenStack using Apache Ambari. 
Validation of Algorithms with Synthetic Data
All polygons' MBR coordinates are created randomly as an input file. They are defined in 2D space. Input files are stored on HDFS for further processing. The number of polygons varies from 1000 to 10 million and size of all polygons is 7000×7000. After creating orthogonal rectangle dataset randomly, proposed polygon covering algorithms are evaluated on the dataset for relatively small and relatively large target rectangle. Test scenarios are listed as below. All scenarios are experimented using nine commodity machines.
(i) Case 1: Small target rectangle (500×500) over data space using Algorithm 1 (ii) Case 2: Small target rectangle (500×500) over data space using Algorithm 2 (iii) Case 3: Large target rectangle (7000×7000) over data space using Algorithm 1 (iv) Case 4: Large target rectangle (7000×7000) over data space using Algorithm 2 This time depends on different parameters such as hardware characteristics, the algorithm, and program implementation style. Speed-up also is the effect of applying an increasing number of resources to a fixed amount of work to achieve a proportional reduction in execution times. Ideally, a parallel program should run twice as fast on two processors as on one processor, three times as fast on three processors, four times as fast on four processors, and so on. Thus, ideally, speedup should be equal to number of processors. When 10K rectangles are used, speed-up values of algorithm 1 using small and large target rectangle are 6.71 (980 sec / 146 sec) and 5.54 (3282 sec / 592 sec), respectively. Speed-up values of algorithm 2 using small and large target rectangle are 6.92 (782 sec / 113 sec) and 6.10 (1977 sec / 324 sec), respectively. While cluster has nine machines, speed-up is sub-linear. Because speed-up values are less than number of resources (here, K = 9).
Efficiency is a metric that captures how close to ideal is a program's speedup. It can be computed by dividing the speed-up value by the number of processors. An ideal parallel program has an efficiency of 1. So, algorithm 2 is closer to ideal than algorithm 1.
Analyzing Algorithms with Real-World Dataset
The feature extraction from satellite images, such as roads and bridges, is significant research area of remote sensing. Feature extraction from satellite images requires to merge images obtained at different times mostly captured by sensors. This process is called image registration or stitching. Especially, image to image registration is done to match two or more images taken, for example, at different times, or from different viewpoints.
To show workability of proposed algorithms for reallife applications, we choose registration problem of satellite images. Before image registration process, it is important to determine whether there are enough mosaic images for interested objects. Polygon covering problem with orthogonal rectangles comes in here. Datasets on our experiments are obtained by the recently launched LandSat-8 satellite. We store the tiles and their metadata (geographic corner coordinates as NW, NE, SW and SE) in HBase (https://hbase.apache.org/) distributed database which can be easily processed by Hadoop. Target polygon is specified by a user via Google Maps. Proposed polygon covering algorithms were evaluated to check whether all tiles are enough to merge user defined region/target polygon or not. Table 4 shows the scalability analysis of the proposed algorithms on LandSat-8 satellite dataset. 
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORKS
When a large scale of data is considered for polygon covering problem, it is time consuming process. Because it is CPU and memory intensive operation. After reviewing the literature on GIS polygon covering problem, we have not encountered such a work on Hadoop MapReducebased parallel or distributed polygon covering computation on a cluster.
In this paper, we have analyzed the feasibility and efficiency of proposed polygon covering algorithms on a synthetic and real-life dataset in a distributed and parallel manner. Synthetic data is created using some random functions. Real-life data is captured from the LandSat-8 satellite. We have experimented the performance of these algorithms. Algorithm 2 outperforms Algorithm 1. We also test Algorithm 2 in terms of window size scalability. Experimental results show that proposed polygon covering algorithms discussed in this paper can be applicable for parallelizing similar GIS operators such as overlay, union, and intersection etc. In the future, we will study decreasing processing time for polygon covering problem.
